## SELECT PUBLICATIONS

### SOLO JOURNAL ARTICLES
11. (forthcoming) The value of weather event science for pending UN climate policy decisions in *Ethics, Policy, & Environment*


### CO-AUTHORED ARTICLES

### UNDER REVIEW
5. (accepted) Unwriting the Myth of Multilevel Selection w/ E. Desjardins and G. Barker for ed. collection *The historical and conceptual place of multi-level selection within evolutionary theory*

4. (accepted) *The Special Problem of Climate Refugees* for ed. collection *Migrants, Refugees, and the Moral Significance of Borders*

3. (R&R) What Theoretical Ecology Reveals about Knowledge Transfer w/ J. Shaw

2. Models as Metaphysics

1. Informative Ecological Models without Ecological Forces

### OTHER PUBLICATIONS


2. (2012) If Walter White is breaking bad, maybe we are too in ‘Breaking Bad’ and Philosophy, D. Koepsell and R. Arp (eds.). Open Court: 113-123.


### WORKS IN PROGRESS

#### JOURNAL-LENGTH
5. Ecological Robots? w/ Aimee van Whynsberghe
4. Facilitative Climate Change Responses w/ Derek Oswick and Gillian Barker
3. A Bioenvironmental Theory of What’s Driving the Rise in Autism Spectrum Disorder
2. Ecological ‘groups,’ ‘networks,’ and ‘systems’ w/ Gillian Barker
1. Philosophical ‘Navigation,’ ‘Cartography,’ and ‘Pathfinding’: Applied Philosophy Approaches

**BOOK-LENGTH**
4. *Facilitating Adaptation to Climate Change*
3. *Do ecosystems exist?*
2. *Novel Ecosystems and Socioecological Constraints in the Climate-changed World* (collection)
1. *Philosophies in Science Fiction* (collection)